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Extended abstract
Association rules were introduced in the early 1990’s with a goal to better
understand the purchase behavior of customers in supermarkets [1]. Transaction data recorded by point-of-sale systems is analysed. We assume there is
a set I = {i1 , . . . , in } of possible items of goods and set D = {b1 , . . . , bm } of
market baskets; it is bi ⊂ I for i = 1, . . . , m. An association rule is commonly
understood as an expression of the form X → Y , where X ⊂ I, Y ⊂ I and
X ∩ Y = ∅. An example of association rule can be {butter, cheese} → {bread}
expressing that customers who buy butter and cheese also often buy bread.
There are two important measures of interestingness of association rules.
of baskets containing X∪Y
The confidence is defined as conf (X → Y ) = number
number of baskets containing X
containing X∪Y
and the support is defined as supp(X → Y ) = number of baskets
.
m
A task of mining association rules is understood as a task of finding all association rules X → Y satisfying conf (X → Y ) ≥ minC and supp(X → Y ) ≥ minS
in a given set of market baskets D. Here minC and minS are user-specified
minimum confidence and support. This task is usually solved by the apriori
algorithm [1] which has been many times implemented and modified.
The idea of association rules has been later generalized to data in a tabular,
attribute-value form. The association rule is understood as an expression
Ant → Con where Ant and Con are conjunctions of attribute-value pairs. Additional measures of interestingness of association rules have been defined [2].
However, the concept of association rules was introduced and studied already
in 1960s in the framework of development of the GUHA method [3]. Monograph
[4] introduces a general theory of mechanized hypothesis formation based on
mathematical logic and statistics. Association rules introduced and studied in
[4] are general relations ϕ ≈ ψ between general Boolean attributes ϕ and ψ
derived from columns of an analysed data matrix. The symbol ≈ corresponds
to a condition concerning contingency table of ϕ and ψ.
If A is a column and α is a subset of its possible values, then A(α) is a
basic Boolean attribute. A(α) is true in a row o of a data matrix if a value
A(o) of A for the row o belongs to α. If ϕ and ψ are Boolean attributes, then
¬ϕ, ϕ ∧ ψ, and ϕ ∨ ψ are Boolean attributes. Their values are defined in a
usual way. The term association rules has been used for relations ϕ ≈ ψ of
general Boolean attributes ϕ, ψ since the association rules were introduced in
[1]. A GUHA procedure ASSOC [5] mines for such association rules. It was
implemented several times [5, 6].
The boom of association rules in the 1990s was the start of a new effort
in the study of association rules ϕ ≈ ψ. The new results can be understood
as a logic of association rules [7]. The procedure 4ft-Miner – a new enhanced
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implementation of the ASSOC procedure has been developed and a research on
automation of data mining with association rules and domain knowledge has
been initiated [8, 9]. For more information see papers cited in [5, 7, 8].
The goals of the talk are:
• to introduce basic features of association rules related to market basket
analysis
• to present an introduction to the GUHA method and related association
rules
• to show examples of applications of the GUHA procedure 4ft-Miner to
real data
• to introduce possibilities of automation of dealing with domain knowledge
in data mining with association rules
• to present related theoretical results concerning logic of association rules.
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